Is a 2000-Year-Old Formula Still
Keeping Some Secrets?
Keith Kendig

A triangleis determinedby its three sides, so there shouldbe a formulafor its area
in terms of those sides. There is:
Area = vs(s
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a, b, and c are the triangle's sides, and s = (a + b + c)/2 is its semi-perimeter.

The oldest known proof of this formula dates back to Heron, who lived in
Alexandriaduringthe first centuryAD [10, p. 178]. Heron'sFormulacan also be
written directlyin terms of a, b, c:
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or, multiplyingout the four factors, as
Area =
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For example, a = b = c = 1 defines an equilateral triangle and the formula
gives Area = V3/4. However a = 3, b = c = 1 does not define a triangle, and the
formulaproduces 4 - 45 This would have made perfect sense to the ancients-

there is no triangle,and there is no number.
1.677i is indeed a number,and that creates a
Todaywe know more:
4
problem. Does it mean that a = 3, b = c = 1 really does define some triangle?
The formula tantalizes us: for example, a = 1.99, b = c = 1 just barely defines a

triangle;the formulacorrespondinglygives a very small real area, which becomes
zero as a increases to 2. As a increases beyond 2, the sides at first just miss
forming a triangle, and the formula produces small imaginarynumbers; as a
increases,the sides get furtherand furtherawayfrom forminga triangle,and the
imaginarynumbersgrow. It seems that the formulais trackingtriangleswe don't
see, and is reportingtheir areas to us. What'sgoing on? After two millennia, is
Heron'sFormulastill keeping some secrets?
1. AN EXAMPLE.Heron'sFormuladoes indeed tracktriangles.Wheredo theygo?
In Example1, we follow an isosceles triangleas its two equal sides get shorterand
shorter.What we learn suggestswhat happensmore generally.
Example 1. Considerthe triple of side lengths {2, r, r}. To constructthe triangle
when, for example, r = 3, choose a side (we use a = 2) and constructa circle of
radius 3 centered at each of its endpoints. Either of the two points where the
circles intersect determinesa {2, 3, 3}-triangle.From the ancient Greek perspective, the thingthat goes wrongwith this constructionappliedto, say, {2, 2, } is that
the circles don'tintersect.Today, however,we have somethingthey didn't:coordi402
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nate equations. They had nothing like X2 + y2 = r2 to describe a circle-plane
geometrywas prettymuch limitedto the straightedgeand compass.Today,we can
simply write the equations for the two circles and solve for their points of
intersection; the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra ensures that they have a
solution.So for the triangle{2, r, r}, take two of its verticesto be (-1, 0) and (1, 0).
Then a thirdvertex is found by solvingthe two circle equations
(X + 1)2 +y2

-r2

and

(x

_ 1)2 +y2

= r2

(3)

The solutions are x= 0, y = ? r2 1, so the third vertex can be either
(0, Vr2- 1 ) or (0,- _r2 _ 1). Let's agree to write x =x1 + x2, y = Y1 + iY2
Then for r > 1, these vertices are on the y1-axis;for r = 1, they'vecoalesced to
(0, 0), and the triangle'sarea is zero. As r decreasesbelow 1, the coalescedvertices
-

split up and move apart on the iy2-axis.The triangleshave thus moved from the
usual Euclidean (x1, yl)-plane into the (x1,iy2)-plane, which is an example of
two-dimensional"space-time"-that is, a Lorentzor Minkowskiplane. The x1-axis
is space-like:(x1)2 > 0.The iy2-axisis time-like:(iy2)2< 0.
Being able to follow these vertices means that we can now draw trianglesfor
any r with 0 < r < 1. Figure 1 shows one of the two triangles for r = :
iY2

x1
a =2

in two-dimensional space-time. The top vertex is the
Figure 1. An isosceles triangle a = 2, b = c =
intersection of two complex circles of radii - centered at x = + 1. The restrictions of these circles to
this Minkowski plane are hyperbolas; we see parts of them intersecting in the top vertex. Sides b and c
have directions close to those of the dashed null lines; their metrics are weak compared to the
horizontal and vertical directions, where they're the strongest. Though on Euclidean paper, b and c
look like v/7/2 . 1.32, they're really only - in this Minkowski plane. All sides of the triangle are real
and thus "space-like"; the altitude is imaginary and is "time-like". All areas in this (and any Minkowski)
plane are pure imaginary.

It has base 2 and altitude F(3) - 1 = /i/2. If the area formula 'Base x Height
is valid here, then the area should be V3i/2. Substituting a = 2, b = c = 1 into

Heron'sFormuladoes indeed give V3i/2.
This provocativeresult raises some questions.For example,the sides b = c =2
certainly don't look 1 long! Yet the Pythagorean Theorem says they are:
12 + (V4i/2)2
( )2. Of course,the thirdvertexcomes from circle equations,and
the equation of a circle is basicallya restatement of the PythagoreanTheorem.
Very importantly,so also is the definitionof "metric".Heron'sFormulaseems to
suggest that if we use the PythagoreanTheorem to define a metric, we get
consistentresults.
-

2. A BILINEARFORM ON C2. We found the area of the triangle {2, 2, 2} two
ways:using Heron'sFormula,and using 'Bh. Were we just lucky,or can we really
measuretrianglesand, perhaps,more generallydo analyticgeometryin the planes
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they move into? The answerto both is yes; the reason rests on the fact that ?2 has
a naturalsymmetricbilinear form on it: for points (x, y) and (x', y') in ?2, let
(x, y) (x', y') = xx' + yy'. This scalar product of course defines the quadratic
of
form(x, y) (x, y) = x2 + y2. When this is real, we call it the separation-squared
(x, y)-intuitively,

it's the distance-squared from the origin. Al(b - a)

.

(b - a) is

then the separationbetween points a and b in ?2. This "distance"has a different
appearancefrom the usual hermitianone: for example,setting our quadraticform
equal to 1 gives, for the real and imaginaryparts of X2 + y2 = 1,
x2 - y2 + x2 - y2 = 1 and x1y+ X2Y2= O
This defines a real, two-dimensionalcomplexcircle in ?2, which, to our Euclidean
eyes, is unbounded [5, Chapter I]. In contrast, the hermitian counterpart
xx + y5 = 1 has real and imaginaryparts
x2 +y2 +x2 +y2 = 1 and 0 = 0,
and this defines a real, three-dimensionalsphere S3 C R.
Our bilinearform has the advantagethat it leads to the PythagoreanTheorem
and the Law of Cosines [1, p. 112] and this, together with the usual field
properties, means we can do analytic geometry in ?2. In fact, because of the
"persistenceof functionalidentities",any purelyalgebraicargumentin R2, being a
chainof algebraicexpressions,remainsvalidwhen R2 is extendedto ?2. From ?2,
one can then restrictto variousother subplanesand get valid theoremsthere. For
example,a plane on which the quadraticform is real is Euclidean,Minkowskior
"anti-Euclidean"when the quadraticform there is positive definite, indefinite,or
negative definite, respectively,and we get theoremsvalid in all these planes. (All
such planes in ?2 are depicted in Figure 3.) As an application,the followingproof
of Heron'sFormulais purely algebraic,so each side of the formulahas meaning
and is valid in R2 (where it was designed),in ?2, and, of importanceto us, in any
Euclidean,Minkowski,or anti-Euclideanplane in ?2.
Proofof Heron'sFormula.Let the verticesof a trianglebe (a1, a2), (bl,
and let the respectivesides opposite them be a, b, c. Then

b2), (C1, C2),

a2 = (b1 - c1)2 + (b2 - C2
b2 = (a1 - c1)2 + (a2 -C2)2
c2 = (a1-b,)2

+ (a2 - b2)

After solvingfor the altitude'sbase point on side a, one can applythe Pythagorean
distanceformulato get that the altitude-squaredis
(2a2b2+ 2a2C2 + 2b 2c2 -a

h22

ha =4a

Substituting (4) into (Area)2

(Area)

=

- b4 -c4)

4

2
=

(laha)2 gives

[2a2b2 + 2a 2c2 + 2b2c2 - a4 -

-

c4]/16.

(5)

This is just the squareof Heron'sFormulain (2).
a
In this proof, choosing a as base is of course arbitrary;this is reflected in the
fact that (5) is symmetricin a, b, and c.
404
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3. BACKTO EXAMPLE1. Thoughwe can formallydo analyticgeometryin all
the cases mentionedin Section 2, things of course can look differentthere, so it's
instructive to work out examples in concrete cases. Let's therefore continue
exploring the triangles in Example 1. For instance, notice that the altitude
(0, x/Yi/2) and the base (2,0) have scalar product zero. For each of the other
bases, we can find the correspondingaltitude by requiringit to have zero scalar
productwith the base, and then check that Area = ABasex Height holds in each
case, as guaranteedby our proof of Heron'sFormula.For example,the equationof
the line containing side b is 2Y2 = FJ i(xl + 1), and the altitude line through
(1, 0) is x/Yiy2= - 2(x1 - 1). They intersectat their commonsolution,which is the
point (7, 43i). The PythagoreanTheorem then gives the altitude to side b:
1)2 + (4F3

(7
i)
2F3Yi.
1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-

V
2

2

2*32i

=

Therefore, as expected, 'Base x Height

=

= V3/i/2 = Area.

The Law of Cosines is useful, too. It provides, for example, a way to find
each angle of a triangle of known sides. Here's how this works in Figure 1: let
a, f3, y be the angles opposite a, b, c. To get a, for instance, apply the Law
of Cosines to evaluate cos a: a2 = b2 + c2 - 2bc * cos a becomes
22= (22) + (2)2 - 2 - 1 - 2 * cos a, giving cos a = -7. This defines two candidates for a within the period strip 0 < Re( a) < 2X; with a little help from
Mathematicaor Maple, we find them to be 'n ? (2.6339 ... )i. To narrowthis to a
single candidate,obtaintan a, workingfrom Figure 1; it turnsout to be - 434i/7,
and this producesthe two values -(2.6339 ... )i and X - (2.6339 ... )i. Our angle
is the single common value, a = 7T - (2.6339... )i. A similar approach gives
8 = y = (1.3169...)i. Note that a + 1 + y = v.

There are some other interestingfeaturesof Figure 1. The two arcs throughthe
vertex (0, x/3i/2) come from the two equations in (3). These equations, when
restrictedto the Minkowskiplane of Figure 1, are
(xl + 1)2 _ y2 = r2 and (xl - 1)2 - y2 = r2.
We can put this into perspective:each equation in (3) actuallydefines a complex
circle in C2 (whichis topologicallya real 2-manifold[5, Chapter I]). The real and
imaginaryparts of the first equationin (3) are
x + 1)2 _ x22+ y2 _ y2

= r2 and (xl + 1)x2 +Y1Y2 = 0;

setting x2 = 0 in these implies Y1Y2 = 0, that is, Y2 = 0 or YI = 0. When Y2 = 0,
the part of the complexcirclein (xl, Yl' iy2)-spacelies entirelyin the (xl, yl)-plane;
when Y1= 0, the part lies in the (x1, iy2)-plane.In the first of these planes we see
a real circle, and in the second, a real hyperbola;both appear lightly drawn in
Figure 2. The pair defined by the second equation in (3) is drawn there more
heavily. The top, middle, and bottom sketches correspondto r > 1, r = 1, and
r < 1; for clarity,we have not drawnthe yl-axis. The two intersectingbranchesin
the bottom sketch extend the two arcs appearingin Figure 1; see [6] or [7]. For a
more detailed account and furtherexamples,see [5, ChapterI].
Figure 2 shows what happens to the points of intersectionas r passes through
=
r 1. In the top sketch (r > 1), the circles in the (xl, yl)-plane intersect in two
distinctpoints, and the two hyperbolasin the (x1, iy2)-planedon'tintersect.In the
middle sketch, r has decreased to r = 1; the two circles intersect tangentiallyat
the origin, and so do the two hyperbolas.In the bottom sketch, r < 1; the circles
have separatedand it is now the hyperbolasthat intersect in two distinct points.
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Figure 2. In each sketch, the light circle/hyperbola is the restriction of a complex circle centered at the
left dot x1 = -1; the heavily-drawn circle/hyperbola is centered at the right dot x1 = + 1. From top
to bottom, the circles' radii are decreasing.

Going from top to bottom in the figure, we see that the two intersectionpoints
coalesce along the yl-axis, then make an abruptturn, separatingalong the iy2-axis.
Since the other two trianglevertices are fixed at xl = + 1, one can visualize the
triangles as they start in the Euclidean plane, collapse to a line segment, and
emerge in the Minkowskiplane.
4. A TORUS OF 1-SPACES.The altitude in Figure 1 cuts the triangle into two
congruentpieces. The smallerpieces introducea new feature: an imaginaryside.
Substitutingthe new sides into Heron'sFormulaneverthelesscorrectlygives half
the area of the originaltriangle,as our proof of the formulaensures.Actually,the
(xl, iy2)-planeis quite rich, and one can find non-degeneratetriangleswith 3, 2, 1,
or 0 real sides. This is easy to do: since the separationfrom the originto (xl, iy2)is
s = 4X_-y2 v s is real when y2/x1 < 1, zero when y2/x1 = 1, and imaginary
when IY2/X1I > 1. The line segmentsare respectivelyspace-like,null, and time-like.
Since separationis invariantunder translationand since any three distinct slopes
can be used to define a triangle,we can choose appropriateslopes to design a
triangle having any of the four desired combinations of real and imaginary
separations.
This raises an interestingquestion:by shorteningtwo sides of a trianglein the
(xl, yl)-plane (which is Euclidean), we gained entrance to the (x1, iy2)-plane
(which is Minkowski),and the trianglesthat greeted us there still had three real
sides. Since there are trianglesin the (xl, iy2)-planehavingthree imaginary sides,
does this Minkowskiplane have, symmetrically,a back door? If it does, where does
it lead? If one reflects the triangle{2, 2, 2} in Figure 1 about a null line there, the
reflected triangle has three imaginarysides, {2i, li, 1i}. If we increase the short
sides r = 2i to r > i, the scenariomimicsFigure 2, going from bottom to top. One
406
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can easily check that as the triangle collapses and we go out this back door, we
enter the (X2, iy2)-plane.This "anti-Euclidean"plane is a negative-definiteversion
of the ordinaryEuclidean(xl, yl)-plane: our bilinear form on C2 reduces in this
-y2. The (xl, y1)-plane is isoanti-Euclideanplane to (X2, iy2) (IX2, iy2) =morphic to the (IX2, iy2)-plane;if one places one on top of the other, any
separationin the anti-Euclideanplane is i times the correspondingseparationin
the Euclideanplane.
To keep things simple, we've mostly considered isosceles triangles.In general,
one can increase or decrease the separation-squaredof any side(s) and this,
togetherwith congruence,gives trianglesconsiderablefreedomto wanderthroughout various2-spaces in C2. The reader may by now be wonderingjust how many
differentspaces trianglescan travelinto. There'sa simple answer,and it's encapsulated in the torusof Figure3. The idea is this:lines in C2 on which S2 is real are of
0
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Figure3. Eachpointofthe torusrepresentsa 1-spaceconsistingof all real scalarmultiplesof a point in
C2. The points in the right half of the torus representspace-like1-spaces;the points in the left half
representtime-like1-spaces;the points on the two meridiancirclesbetween the halves representthe
null lines. The torus parallelsappearhere as concentriccircles;they are all the differentMinkowski
2-spacesin C2, and are denoted by 2(4). The meridiancircles orthogonalto them appearedge-on,
and are denoted by E2(0). The plane correspondingto any particularmeridian circle20= 6 is
"isotropic"-the metricis independentof direction.As 0 variesfrom 0 to gr,however,those isotropic
planesvarysmoothlyfrom Euclideanto one null plane, to anti-Euclidean,to the other null plane, and
back to Eucdidean.
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> 0 (space-like), s2 = 0 (null), and s2 < 0 (time-like). We'll set up a
parametrizationso that the points in the right half of the torus represent the
space-likelines; the points in the left half of the torus representthe time-likelines;
and the points on the two circlesbetween these halvesrepresentthe null lines. The
torus, as with any surfaceof revolution,has parallelsand meridians.The parallels
are the circles on the surfacethat are perpendicularto the axis of revolution,and
the meridiansare the curveson the surfacethat lie on planes containingthe axis of
revolution.On the torus,the parallelsand meridiansare just the orthogonalsets of

three kinds: s2

coordinate circles. We'll see that the planes in which our triangleslive are represented
by precisely the parallels and meridians of the torus. Some specific lines and planes

that we have met are indicatedin Figure 3.
Before turningto specifics,it's hardto resist makinga sales pitch:this torus not
only answers an immediate question about triangles,but spotlights an often-neglected side of C2. The phrase "planes in C2,, usually brings to mind complex
1-spaces, and this alreadypoints us in a direction that, when taken far enough,
leads to matrix (quantum) mechanics. But there are other planes in ?2 that
connect with another part of the real world: space, time, and space-time.This,
taken far enough, puts us in special relativity. (For example, rotations in a
Minkowskiplane are Lorentz contractions.)It is amazingthat ?2 should contain
the seeds of these two great physicaltheories. For some decades, the outstanding
problemin physicshas been to unify them.
Let's start by parametrizingthe space-likelines. Since separationis unchanged
by translation,we assume that our lines pass throughthe origin. To parametrize
these 1-spacesof C2, we mimictheir familiarparametrizationin the (x1, y1)-plane.
There, the unit circle X?2+y2 = 1 is parametrizedby x1 = cos 4, y1 = sin 4
(0 < 4 < 2XI). Any 1-space intersects this circle in two diametricallyopposite
points, so 4 parametrizesthe 1-spaceswhen 4 is restrictedto 0 < 4 < iT. More
generally, in C2, each point of any space-like 1-space in ?2 has positive
separation-squared.Intersectingthe 1-space with the complex circle X2 + y2 = 1
(X = X1 + iX2, Y = Y1+ iy2) selects those two points on the 1-spacehavingseparation-squaredequal to 1. For more on complex circles, see [5, Chapter I]. This
complexcircleis parametrizedby x = cos (4 + iU), y = sin (4 + iU) (0 < 4 < 2ir,
- co < a < + co). Restricting

4

to 0 <

4<

Xi

then parametrizes the space-like

lines of C2. These lines can thereforebe identifiedwith the points in the infinite
verticalstrip 0 < 4 < -, in Cl. We can shrinkthe vertical dimensionso the strip
becomes a rectangle; a little algebra shows that the change of variable 'a =
arctanh(tan 0) accomplishesthis. In the variables 4, 0 the parametrizationthen
reads
(6)
V(0, 0) = (cos 4cos 0 - isin sin 0, sin cos 0 + icos sin 0).
By choosing0 < 4 < ,T 0 < 0 < ir, (6) parametrizesthe space-likelines (0 < 0 <
iT/4, 3XT/4 < 0 < IT), the time-like lines (XT/4 < 0 < 3XT/4), and the two null lines

(0

=

+

1-T/4).One can now paste together opposite sides of the square to obtain

the torus in Figure 3. The parallelsappear in Figure 3 as concentriccircles;note
that we go once around a parallel as 0 increases from 0 to only XT (rather than
2XT).In Figure 3, the meridian circles are of course viewed edge-on, and once
againwe go once aroundany one of these circles as 4)increasesfrom 0 to -,T.
5. THE 2-SPACES.Since the torus accounts for all the space-like, null, and
time-like 1-spaces of C2, any Euclidean, null, anti-Euclidean, or Minkowski
2-space in ?2 must correspondto a subset of our torus. Since any real 2-space of
408
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C2 is determinedby two distinct real 1-spaces of C2, two distinct points on the

torus thus define a 2-space of C2. Let's choose two points in our torus coming
from, say, points 4 + i 0 and 4' + i O' in the square.These two points correspond
to two vectors in C2; let an arbitrarylinear combination of them be W =
c1V(4,0) + c2U(W', 0'). A little algebraicmanipulationshows that the imaginary
part of W W is 2C1C2*sin (4 - 4') sin (0 - 0'); this must be zero if W is to have
Thereforein our square, 4 = 4' or 0 = 0', meaningthat
real separation-squared.
the two points must lie on a coordinateline there-that is, on a coordinatecircle
of the torus. All the points on any one coordinatecircle correspondto 1-spacesin
a 2-space of C2. The coordinatecircles correspondingto 4)= 4)' are the parallels
of the torus; we denote the corresponding2-spaces by E2(0). The coordinate
circles correspondingto 0 = 0' are the meridians;we denote the corresponding
.

2-spaces by

M2(4).

If we extend 0 and 4 to the period rectangle0 < 4)< 2iT, 0 < 0 < 2i, then
for fixed 00 or 40, the imagesV(44, 0) and V(4, 00) are genuine circles in R4; this
follows from the fact that if v and w are orthonormalvectors in R', then
v cos(t) + w sin(t)

(O < t < 2-)

(7)

is a unit circle there. In our case, the vectors v = (cos (P, 0, sin (P, 0) and w =
(0, - sin (P, 0, cos ()o) are orthonormalin R , so our parametrization(6) extends
to an instance of (7), and each V(4)o,0) is a unit circle. Choosing v =
(cos 00,0, 0, sin 00), and w = (0, - sin 00,cos 00,0) similarlyshows each V(4),00) is
a unit circle. Note that all these coordinate circles are centered at the origin! This

seems at odds with our everydayview of a torus, but the naturalenvironmentfor
the productof two circlesis R . We'reluckyto be able to see a torus in R' as well
as we do. Our "normal"view, however,is actuallya contortedone. (The necessary
contortionis even worse for its non-orientablecounterpart,the Klein bottle, where
one has to introduce self-intersectionsto make it fit in R3.) From the torus'
perspective, its most natural portrait is as the image of V(4, 0). Because the
hermitianinner productV(4, 0) V(4, 0) is 1, this image is containedin the real
unit sphere S3 c R4.
A little algebrarevealsthat our (non-hermitian)separation-squaredof a typical
point V(4, 0) in the torus is V(4, 0) V(4, 0) = cos(20). Obligingly,this is independent of 4),so for any 0, all the points on the unit circle in E2(0) have the same
separation-squaredfrom the origin of ED2(0).So although all the circles V(4),00)
look like unit circles to our Euclidean eyes, with respect to the metric defined by
our bilinear form, the "unit circle" in E2(0) has radius-squaredcos(20). This is
.

.

indeed its maximum of 1 when 0 = 0, but for 0 = 0.1, say, it's only 0.98. It is

naturalto describe this visual disparityby saying that the metric is strongest,or
most concentrated,on the plane E2(0),and a little weaker (or less concentrated)
on the plane ED2(0.1).More generally,for - -iT,4 < 0 < -iT,4, each E2(0) is Euclidean,but the strengthof the metricdecreasessymmetricallyto 0 at + 17-74.The
planes E2(? -i-74) are null-in either plane, the separationbetween any two points
is 0. As 0 continues to grow in magnitude,the planes become anti-Euclidean,
their negative-definitemetrics symmetricallybecoming strongeror more concentrated, up to 0 = + -7T72.
Notice in Figure 3 that any particularparallel M2(4) intersectseach meridian
E2(0) in one point. Geometrically,this means that M2(4)) is the union of 1-subspaces, one from each E2(0). Since the metric in E2(0) varies with 0, so does the
metricin M2(4)); 0 parametrizesthe 1-subspacesin any M2(4)). This fits in with a
familiar illustrationone often sees in expositions of space-time: the points of
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separation-squared1 lie on the two hyperbolas ?X2 T-2 = 1. The ordinary
Euclideandistancefrom the originto the hyperbolais great in directionsnear that
of a null line, because the metricis weak in those directions.In a nutshell, all the
each E2(0) is isotropic,
M2(0)'s are metricallyidentical, and are "non-isotropic";
but its metricstrengthvarieswith 0.
Some additional;factscan be read from Figure 3. The rightmostmeridianE2(0)
is the (x1, y1)-plane;the two antipodalpoints shownon it correspondto its x1- and
y1-axes. The leftmost meridian E2C7T/2)is the (X2, iy2)-plane, which is antiEuclidean;the two antipodalpoints shownon it correspondto its ix2- and iy2-axes.
Everytorus parallel IMV2(0)intersectseach of the two null meridiansin one point;
these two points correspondto the two null lines through the origin in M12(0).
(One can call the two null lines throughany point in a Minkowskiplane, the "light
cone" through that point.) Figure 3 also shows three points on a meridian
0 = constant;these three points correspondto a triangle in the Euclidean plane
E2(0). The two arrows pointing toward each other indicate two triangle sides
approachinga third side. After coalescing, the points separate along a parallel
4 = constant;the trianglestill has three real sides, but it is now in M12(4). This
plus-shaped picture can be translated around on the torus (and one can also
reverse the arrow directions) to depict various other scenarios of a triangle
disappearingfrom one space and reappearingin another.
6. THE SPHERE. The torus of Section 5 provides an overview of the various
spaces in which our triangleslive. There is also a sphere that gives an overviewof
the trianglesthemselves,and we can use it to read off furtherbasic information.
For example, where should one look to find all the triangles of real area? zero
area?imaginaryarea?maximumarea?minimumarea?And althoughin Example1
we followed trianglesfrom a Euclideanplane into a Minkowskiplane, we did so
along one particularpath. What about along other paths? Is there a path leading
directly from a Euclidean to an anti-Euclideanplane, without going through
Minkowskispace? The sphere model makes answersto this and other questions
obvious.
Our model is essentially a parametrizationof the triangles, but we don't
parametrizethem directly.This is because point pairs typicallymake an abrupt
"turn"as they go from real to pure imaginaryseparation,as Figure 2 illustrates.
This behaviordisappearsif we use separation-squaredinstead of the separation
itself; the criticaltransitionis then simplyfrom positiveto negativeinstead of from
real to pure imaginary.
We thereforebegin by squaringboth sides of (2), giving
(Area)2 = [2a2b2 + 2a2c2 + 2b2c2 - a4 -b

-

c4]/16.

(8)

Fortuitously,this involves only the squares of separations;let's rename these
squares:
u = a,2

2

v =b2,

w = c.2

The bracketedexpressionin (8) now becomes a quadraticform:
2uv + 2uw + 2vw-u2

_ W2.

(9)

Setting this equal to a constantgives all triangleshavinga particular(Area)2,and
the equation defines a quadric surface in (u,v,w)-space. We can sketch this
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surfaceusing standardeigen-arguments:in matrixform (9) is
(u

v

19()

W)

(10)

Since the 3 x 3 matrix in (10) is real-symmetric,it has real eigenvalues and
three mutuallyorthogonalreal eigenvectors.The eigenvaluesare A = 1, -2, -2.
An eigenvectorassociatedwith A = 1 is (1, 1, 1); two eigenvectorsfor A = - 2 can
be chosen in the two-spaceorthogonalto the vector (1, 1, 1)-that is, in the plane
u + v + w = 0. Now generally, for any quadratic form Q = Q(u, v, w), the surface

Q = 1 intersects a principalaxis (that is, the set of real scalar multiples of an
eigenvector)if and only if that axis'eigenvalueis positive.We can applythis to our
situation:if A denotes Area, then for A2 > 0, the surface Q = A2 is a hyperboloid
of two sheets; it intersectsthe axis through(1, 1, 1). If A2 < 0, then Q = A2 is a
hyperboloidof one sheet and intersects the plane u + v + w = 0 in a circle.
A2 = 0 defines a circular cone whose axis of symmetryis the 1-space through
(1, 1, 1). Thereforeas A2 takes on all real values, we get a familyof hyperboloids,
with the cone A2 = 0 separatingthe one-sheeted from the two-sheeted. This is
shown in Figure 4:

w

Figure 4
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The cone is very natural:besides being symmetricwith respect to the 1-space
through (1, 1, 1), it is tangent to each of the three coordinate planes. (This is
because the cone is tangent to a plane if and only if it intersectsit in a single line.
For example,the (u, v)-planehas equationw = 0; when substitutedinto the cone's
equation, this gives u2 - 2uv + v2 = 0, that is, (u - V)2 = 0. Therefore the cone
intersects the plane in the line {u

=

v, w = O}. Similarly for the other two coordi-

nate planes.) The repeated eigenvalueimplies that all these surfacesare surfaces
of revolutionabout the 1-space through (1, 1, 1); their intersectionswith planes
orthogonalto this line are therefore circles.
Since any point (u, v, w) representsa triangleof separations-squaredu, v, and
w, the nonzero points of the ray through a particular(u, v, w) represent, in the
obvioussense, trianglesthat are all mutuallysimilar.We may make this representation more efficient by choosing just one point on each ray-say, the one
intersectingthe unit sphere centered at the origin in (u, v, w)-space. The various
hyperboloidsintersectthe sphere in a familyof "circlesof latitude";everypoint on
the sphere is on some latitude, and the points on any latitude representtriangles
all havingthe same area. Figure 5 depicts the situation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. View (a) shows naturally-defined zones on the parameter sphere. The polar cap represents all
the triangles the ancients ever knew, occupying less than 10% of the sphere's surface! View (b) is a
polar view of the parameter sphere, showing zone boundaries and basic spherical triangles. There is an
interesting interplay between them.
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to the ray of symmetrythrough (1, 1, 1). Since u = v = w there, it represents a
real, equilateral triangle. The polar cap boundaries(the "4arctic"and "antarctic"
circles) are where the cone intersectsthe sphere;these circles thereforerepresent
all triangles of zero area. Now each of the three coordinate planes in our
(U, v, w)-space intersectsthe sphere in a great circle. The northernhalves of them
appear, heavily drawn, in Figure Sb. These great circles divide the sphere into
eight congruentequilateralsphericaltriangles,correspondingto the eight octants
of (u, v, w)-space . In Figure Sb we see the entire "north triangle"and partial
views of six others. The north trianglecorrespondsto the ++++ +)-octant; points
in the north trianglethereforecorrespondto triangleswith three real sides. Points
in the diametricallyopposite "south triangle"correspondto the
--)-octant
and, correspondingly,trianglesthere have three imaginarysides.
There is an interesting interplay between these spherical triangles and the
(-

sphere's zones, shaded light, medium, and dark gray in Figure 5. Since all triangles

in the northernhemispherethat have real area occur in the polar cap, and since
the polar cap doesn'toccupythe entire north triangle,it is naturalto ask, what do
the left-overpoints represent?They'rejust the trianglesin a Minkowskispace with
three real sides. If, for example,we start at the north pole and travel due south
toward a vertex of the north triangle;we essentiallyreplay the isosceles triangle
scenarioof Example1-as we cross the arcticcircle,we enter a Minkowskispace,
but all sides of the triangle are still real. Notice that every time we cross a great
circle, the number of real sides changes by 1; that correspondsto leaving one
octant of (u, v, w)-space and enteringanotherone. Approachingthe vertex on our
journeymeans that the separationsof the two changingsides are getting smaller
and smaller;they simultaneouslyreach zero separation at the vertex. (This says
that the sides lie on the null lines of a Minkowskispace.) When we pass through
the vertex, we cross two great circles;the numberof real sides thus decreasesby
two, so the isosceles trianglenow consists of one real and two imaginarysides. In
some EM'2(0),these two sides are time-like.Continuingour trip south,we approach
a side of the south triangle. Any correspondingtriangle has two long imaginary
sides; its base is real. Since we're on the unit sphere in (u, v, w)-space, the
representative triangles are scaled so that u2 + V2 + w2 = 1, which means
the base is becomingsmaller.It goes to zero separationwhen we meet a side of the
south triangle.After crossingit, the base becomes imaginaryso all three sides of
the isosceles triangleare imaginary.
Let's take anotherstroll south from the north pole, this time observingsome of
the landscape at various latitudes On the polar latitudes, we of course see only
triangleswith three real sides. But on a circle in the north temperate (medium
gray)zone just below the arctic circle, we see the first examplesof triangleswith
one imaginaryside and two real sides. Their proportionincreases as we continue
south; at the boundarywith the equatorialzone, they all have one imaginaryside
and two real sides. As we first enter the equatorial(darkgray)zone, we encounter
triangles with two imaginarysides. The proportion of these increases as we
continuesouth, reachingequal partsat the equatoritself. By the time we reach the
boundarybetween the equatorialand the south-temperatezones, all triangleshave
two imaginarysides. Crossingthis boundaryleads to our first glimpse of triangles
with three imaginarysides-at first rare, and rising to the entire trianglepopulation on the antarcticcircle. Inside this circle, all triangles have three imaginary
sides.
Here are a few additional facts about the parametricsphere. Consider the
points
_?(1, 1, 1)13,

+?(1,1, 0)/2

+?(1,0, 0)/A',

+?(1, -1, 0)I2

(11)

The first + -pairare the north and south poles, the other three pairs are points on
the polar, temperate/equatorial,and equatorialcircles, respectively.Substituting
these into (9) gives values for A2 of 1/16 times:
+ 1 at the poles. This is the maximumvalue of A2;
0 on the arcticand antarcticcircles;
- 1 on the temperate/equatorialcircles;
- 2 on the equator.This is the minimumvalue of A2.
The inner product of each of the vectors in (11) with the north pole vector
(1, 1, 1)/ F/ gives the projectionon the north-southaxis; these are, respectively:
+ 1, ? 2/ V/6, ? 1/ V/3,0. Now the area of a sphericalzone varies linearlywith its
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altitude (height measuredalong the axis of symmetry);from these facts, one can
check that the north polar cap occupies 4(1 - 2/ F/) 9.17% of the sphere's
total surface area; the northern temperate zone occupies '(2/ V6 - 1/ F3)
11.94%, and the northern equatorial zone '(1/ V3-) = 28.87%. The southern
figuresare of course the same.
What has Heron'sFormulataught us? A physicistonce describedempty space
as a wild partyin a largebuilding;we'reon the outside, and are able to see only an
occasionalparty hat being tossed out of a window. In a sense, Heron's Formula
providesa way to pryinto a similargeometricparty.How successfulhave we been?
As measured on the sphere, our view has broadened from the polar cap to the
entire sphere; as measuredon the torus, it has broadened from one meridianto
the whole torus. In addition,the torus,which arose from followingwhere triangles
go, not only parametrizes an important family of 2-spaces in C2-generally
overshadowedby the complex subspaces of C2-but it also puts space-time in
perspective, as part of the story of looking at all planes in C2 having real
separation-squared.
6. HERON OF ALEXANDRIA: A SKETCH. Heron of Alexandria lived in Egypt

duringa long period of prosperityand technologicalprogress.Ancient Alexandria
was a coastal,walled metropolisof some one millionpeople, with lavishparksand
buildingslaid out in a large grid. From the foundingof the Alexandrianschool of
engineeringaround 250 BC to Heron's time in the first centuryAD, Alexandria
had evolved to everydayuse of pumps, pulleys, and all sorts of pneumatic and
geared devices-even odometers on vehicles were common. Many devices were
powered by steam, water, or compressed air. During annual religious parades,
awestruckcitizens saw mechanical doves rise into the air and slowly descend,
buoyed up by invisiblesteam. In public gardens,water pressurepowered moving
statues and impressivefountains[8, p. 62].
Heron thrived in this milieu. He was an applied mathematicianand a highly
ingenious engineer who helped contributeto Egypt'stechnologicaladvancement.
He stood out fromother engineersof the day in that he wrotevoluminously-some
14 books. They were very practicalin spirit,often featuringworked-outnumerical
examples;the reader would then substitute in his own numbers.Heron's books
became very much in vogue; he was doubtless helped along because papyrus
growingon the Nile was cheap and plentiful, and Alexandriabecame the bookcopyingcenter of the world [8, p. 63] He workedand wrote extensivelyon a broad
range of applied subjectsand was especiallyinterestedin mensurationof all sorts.
He wrote an ambitiousthree-volumework(Metrica),whichprovidedan encyclopedic set of examplesillustratinghow to calculatea wide range of plane and surface
areas, as well as volumes. He invented the "diopter",a forerunner of today's
surveyor'stransit, and wrote a two-volumework (Dioptra) about it, and about
surveyingin general. In this work he shows how to determine directions to dig
througha mountainso that workerswill meet in the middle [9, p. 50]. He made
several importantimprovementsto water clocks, and wrote a four-bookwork on
them, of which only a few scattered fragmentssurvive.Heron'sFormula appears
and is proved in both Dioptra and Metrica.The formula is actually due to
Archimedessome four centuriesbefore him, but Heron'sis the oldest extantproof
we have, so his name is attached to it; see [4, volume ii, p. 322] and [2, p. 172].
There is a sketchof Heron'sproof in [3, p. 147]and a longer accountin [4, volume
ii, pp. 321-2]. In practicaluse, the square root in the formulagenerallymust be
evaluated and, true to character,Heron supplies a method. It goes back to an
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ancient Babylonianalgorithm,and its simplicityand power still make it a favorite
among computer programmerstoday: if a is smaller (larger) than Vn, then
and
b = n/a is larger(smaller)than ?n. Their average(a + b)/2 is closer to VnT,
becomes the new a for the next approximationcycle.Amazingly,this is the same as
Newton'ssuccessivetangents method for quadratics!In Metrica,Heron presents
his area formulausing trianglesides 7, 8, and 9. The nearest-integerapproximation
to the area 720, is a = 27. Only two passes yields 9 correctdecimalplaces.
Some of his other ideas are also used today:He inventedwhat is essentiallya
steam-drivenversion of a rotating garden sprinkler,making it the first steam
engine. In those days,no one understoodNewton'sthirdlaw (action/reaction),but
this whirling "aeolipile" also represented the first reaction (jet) engine. He
inventeda forerunnerof the thermometer,as well as the coin-operateddispenser;
insertinga coin would open doors, sprinkleholy water, or operate a musicalorgan
(whichcould be poweredby an air-pumpconnectedto a windmill).He even made
the wine and olive oil industriesmore profitablewith his invention of the screw
press, where high pressurescould squeeze out substantiallymore juice or oil than
before.
Remarkably,for many years historians had known of his most important
geometrical work, Metrica,only through a single allusion to the square-root
algorithmin it. Then in 1896,R. Schone,workingin Constantinople,chancedupon
an 800-900-year-oldcopy of Metrica.This find turned out to be all the more
significantbecause, more than any of his other works,this manuscriptappearsto
be preservedin its originalform [4, volume ii, pp. 309, 317].
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